DISCOVER our Criminal Law Publications
When it comes to excluding evidence under the Charter, criminal defence lawyers and prosecutors are sometimes unclear about the various factors that must be considered, and the analysis that must take place, when S.24(2) is being invoked. This text is the only criminal law book that deals exclusively with S.24(2), taking an in-depth look at recent jurisprudence and relevant case law, and giving practical guidelines as to how the law should be applied. Written by a practising criminal lawyer, the author helps practitioners understand how courts review factors relevant to a S.24(2) inquiry, and how such factors are being balanced.

This 4th edition of will keep you abreast of the latest changes to the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act, its regulations, and FINTRAC guidelines and will serve as an affordable legal reference for reporting entities that must keep their operations and compliance programs current.

This concise guide to the Youth Criminal Justice Act provides an overview of the youth criminal justice system in Canada, section-by-section commentary on legal and operational implications, and captures key recent developments. A must-have for anyone dealing with young persons and who needs to understand how the Act is implemented.

Filmed before a live audience in high quality digital format, Advanced Cross-Examination Techniques, 2nd Edition illustrates many of the techniques described in the best-selling book Cross-Examination – Science and Techniques, 2nd Edition. Watching Larry Pozner and Roger Dodd at work will give you invaluable insight into such factors as voice inflection, word emphasis, body language, and facial expressions that play such an important role in a successful cross.
The Honourable Jonathan Keene Brunet, Pamela Goode & Solomon Friedman

Annotated Firearms Act & Related Legislation, 2013/2014 Edition is fully updated to provide you with the amended law, as well as with invaluable insight into regulatory operations. It provides an annotated version of the Firearms Act, Part III and other related sections of the Criminal Code, and relevant provisions of the National Defence Act and the Youth Criminal Justice Act. You will find the full text of the Firearms Act, along with orders and regulations pursuant to the Firearms Act and Part III of the Criminal Code.

Annotated Youth Criminal Justice Act, 2nd Edition
Rochelle Direnfeld, The Honourable Madam Justice Mara Greene, Jeffrey Richardson, Christopher Sherrin, Lori Thompson and The Honourable Madam Justice Andrea E. E. Tuck-Jackson
$410 + tax | Looseleaf + PDF | Annual Subscription | ISBN: 9780433443087

The Youth Criminal Justice Act replaced the Young Offenders Act on April 1st, 2003. To keep you on top of the case law flowing from this new Act, and the fast-paced changes as issues are debated and appealed, you need the up-to-date resources offered by this publication.

Canada Criminal Sentencing Digest / Abrégé de jurisprudence en détermination de la peine
Sheila Nemet-Brown
$385 + tax | Looseleaf | Updates Billed As Issued | ISBN: 9780433451525

This service service covers criminal sentencing cases since the introduction of the conditional sentencing regime in September 1996.

NEW EDITION
Canadian Extradition Law Practice, 5th Edition
Gary Botting
$155 + tax | 1,008 Pages | Softcover | March 2015 | ISBN: 9780433477808

As one of Canada’s leading experts in the field of extradition law, Dr. Gary Botting provides cumulative knowledge, valuable insights and strategic advice that make this the most comprehensive resource available on current extradition law. A quick cross-reference tool for lawyers and judges alike, it will also appeal to government officials charged with the responsibility of advancing extradition applications both in Canada and in requesting countries.
Criminal Jury Charge Practice
Faisal Mirza
$125 + tax  |  204 Pages  |  Softcover  |  January 2015  |  ISBN: 9780433477396
Towards the end of trials that are often lengthy and exhausting, defence counsel and Crown prosecutors are required to provide input to the trial judge on the content of the jury charge and typically have to do so within a short time frame. This concise new publication from experienced criminal trial and appeal lawyer, Faisal Mirza, is destined to become the go-to resource to help practitioners complete this essential task as effectively as possible, offering expert insight and commentary, supported by the relevant case law.

Criminal Lawyers’ Trial Book
The Honourable Mr. Justice Joseph F. Kenkel
$505 + tax  |  Looseleaf  |  Updates Billed As Issued  |  ISBN: 9780409810097
This subscription provides digests of leading cases organized by subject area on virtually every important issue confronting counsel at both the trial and appellate court levels. It offers an excellent starting point for research as well as an aid to the preparation of a case for trial. It includes all the key cases, specifically: all S.C.C. cases, leading appellate cases from across Canada and lower court cases of particular interest to criminal lawyers. It also features a precedents section of commonly used letters, applications and orders.

Criminal Procedure – Canadian Law and Practice
Jerome T. Atrens & Donald J. Egleston
$625 + tax  |  Looseleaf  |  Updates Billed As Issued  |  ISBN: 9780409988307
Written by leading academics and practitioners, this service provides a comprehensive review of the law of criminal procedure in Canada. The service is organized chronologically, following the stages of the criminal justice system as a criminal charge is processed. Subjects discussed range from the classification of offences to the law of arrest to fitness to stand trial and the voir dire.

Criminal Procedure in Canada
Steven Penney, Vincenzo Rondinelli & James Stribopoulos
$225 + tax  |  872 Pages  |  Hardcover  |  2011  |  ISBN: 9780433455219
This guide explains the rules of criminal procedure in a clear, concise manner – ideal for prosecutors, defence lawyers, law students and judges. Rather than organizing the subject around particular statutory or constitutional provisions, the authors have chosen a chronological structure: the relevant rules and procedures are introduced and explained in the same sequence that a person investigating and prosecuting would ordinarily experience them.
Cross-Examination – Science and Techniques, 2nd Edition
Larry S. Pozner & Roger J. Dodd
$323.70 + tax | Hardcover | 2004 | ISBN: 9780327164340

In this second edition, two high-profile litigators continue their outstanding tradition of helping litigators conduct commanding cross-examinations. The second edition offers deeper analysis of cross-examination methods, with more integration and interrelationship of techniques and principles. In analyzing thousands of new trial experiences, the authors present efficient techniques to confront these challenges, and ultimately, help lawyers develop cross-examination skills that are critical to trial success.

Expert Evidence, 3rd Edition
Glenn R. Anderson
$135 + tax | 600 Pages | Hardcover | August 2014 | ISBN: 9780433470335

Expert Evidence, 3rd Edition will ease the strain of managing expert evidence. Author Glenn Anderson, of the Nova Scotia Department of Justice, describes and analyzes the law of expert evidence in Canada from both the civil and criminal perspectives. Analysis of the 2007 Supreme Court of Canada decision R. v. Trochym is included and highlights the increasing reliance on expert evidence. Anderson recommends how to determine reliability and admissibility following methodologies from Canada and the United States. Discussion also includes potential reforms to improve impartiality of expert witnesses, reliability of expert evidence and its evaluation.

Sheila Nemet-Brown, Tamra Alexander & Dwight Newman
$290 + tax | 726 Pages | Hardcover | August 2014 | ISBN: 9780433477853

Compensation of Crime Victims discusses the important rights of victims of crime as delineated in federal and provincial legislation. Topics covered include: enforceability of rights; specific rights such as courtesy, information, privacy and redress for harm suffered, and the right to be heard; entitlement to financial compensation; offences permitting compensation; and administration and funding of victims services.

Competition and Foreign Investment discusses the legal framework in Canada governing the creation and maintenance of competitive markets through the regulation of anti-competitive business practices, misleading information in the marketplace, mergers and foreign investment.

The impact of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms on virtually every field of law is beyond debate, as is the importance of an authoritative resource that lawyers can turn to for a clear explanation of its application and interpretation. Constitutional Law – Charter of Rights discusses the scope and application of the Charter and its interpretation by Canadian courts.
Halsbury’s Laws of Canada – Criminal Offences and Defences (2012 Reissue)
Alan D. Gold
$290 + tax | 1,088 Pages | Hardcover | 2012 | ISBN: 9780433470922

This volume sets out the law governing criminal offences in Canada, as codified by the *Criminal Code* of Canada, and the various technical and substantive defences that are available to an accused, either in the *Criminal Code* or through the operation of common law.

Halsbury’s Laws of Canada – Penitentiaries, Jails and Prisoners (2014 Reissue)
Fergus J. O’Connor

This volume provides a review of the law pertaining to federal penitentiaries, provincial and territorial prisons, and the rights and obligations of prisoners. It examines all of the pertinent legislation, regulations and case law regarding a variety of topics.

Halsbury’s Laws of Canada – Police and Prisons Special Edition
Jennifer Freund
$100 + tax | 952 Pages | Softcover | 2012 | ISBN: 9780433472001

This title provides a thorough narrative of the law that applies to law enforcement and private security services in Canada. It also explains the legal framework that governs national security oversight and the Canadian Security Intelligence Service.

Norm Keith & Jeffery Wilson

*Workplace Health and Safety* examines the wide range of rules and regulations aimed at protecting workers, while the *Youth Justice* thoroughly examines all aspects of crimes by children and against children.
Impaired Driving and Breathalyzer Law – Recent Case Law
Keith R. Hamilton
$510 + tax  |  Looseleaf  |  Updates Billed As Issued  |  ISBN: 9780409983555

This practical research and trial preparation manual deals exclusively with impaired driving offences under the Criminal Code. The service is divided into five main parts: impaired operation, failing to provide breath samples, approved screening device, operation while over 80 milligrams of alcohol in blood, and sentencing. Each part is broken down into component aspects and the relevant case law relating to each aspect is clearly set out in digest form. The newsletter component of the service, sent to you monthly, ensures that you are kept informed and current.

Impaired Driving in Canada, 4th Edition
The Honourable Mr. Justice Joseph F. Kenkel
$100 + tax  |  504 Pages  |  Hardcover  |  January 2015  |  ISBN: 9780433479543

In the fourth edition of Impaired Driving in Canada, the Honourable Mr. Justice Joseph F. Kenkel analyzes every step of the impaired driving case, from the roadside stop through to sentencing. This book provides coverage of an offence where, according to one Parliamentarian, “every word and every comma in every section has been litigated”, and is an indispensable companion for all members of the criminal law bar and bench.

Impaired Driving in Canada – The Charter Cases, 2nd Edition
The Honourable Mr. Justice Joseph F. Kenkel
$105 + tax  |  370 Pages  |  Hardcover  |  February 2014  |  ISBN: 9780433473961

As the Honourable Mr. Justice Joseph F. Kenkel explains in the introduction to this new edition of his seminal publication, Impaired Driving in Canada – The Charter Cases, the “typical drinking and driving trial almost always includes a Charter application alleging numerous breaches, and consideration of that application will often occupy two-thirds of the time spent on the case.” That fact alone makes this text an invaluable resource for defence counsel, Crown counsel and judges dealing with the ongoing challenge that impaired driving cases and the Charter present. You’ll refer to this book over and over to determine the best way to approach the legal issues that apply to your particular fact situation.

Keith R. Hamilton
$510 + tax  |  Looseleaf  |  Updates Billed As Issued  |  ISBN: 9780409986228

This is a handy practitioner’s guide to the law pertaining to judicial interim release. It is organized into three parts. Part I provides a one paragraph summary of key cases as they relate to specific sections or subsections of the Criminal Code or other relevant statutes. Part II contains more lengthy case digests of most cases cited in Part I, giving the citation of the case, the court, and a concise review of the facts and the main issues decided. Part III contains helpful references including excerpts from the Criminal Code, the Young Offenders Act, the Canadian Bill of Rights and the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms.
Manning, Mewett & Sankoff – Criminal Law, 5th Edition
Morris Manning & Peter Sankoff
$315 + tax  |  Approx. 1,200 Pages  |  Hardcover  |  August 2015  |  ISBN: 9780433475613

Written by defence counsel Morris Manning, Q.C. and Professor Peter Sankoff, Manning, Mewett & Sankoff – Criminal Law, 5th Edition authoritatively articulates the governing principles of criminal law, and features a clear and comprehensive analysis of every offense in the Criminal Code and the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act.

Larry S. Pozner & Roger J. Dodd
$585 + tax  |  Hardcover + DVD  |  2009  |  ISBN: 9781422449189

This convenient package gives you indispensable expertise to develop black-belt cross-examination skills, including Pozner & Dodd’s Cross-Examination: Science & Techniques, 2nd Edition PLUS the new 2nd Edition of Pozner & Dodd’s Advanced Cross-Examination DVD for one low price.

Sentencing, 8th Edition
Clayton C. Ruby, Gerald Chan & Nader R. Hasan
$325 + tax  |  1,308 Pages  |  Hardcover  |  2012  |  ISBN: 9780433471301

For nearly 30 years, Sentencing has set forth sentencing principles and analyses in order to help criminal defence lawyers formulate effective submissions to sentencing judges. This book, regarded by many as “the sentencing bible”, canvasses the law of sentencing in a way that no other books on criminal law and sentencing are able: it succinctly outlines all of the significant facets of sentencing principles and procedure, and provides the reader with a comprehensive range of sentencing for various offences.

The Honourable Mr. Justice Alan W. Bryant, The Honourable Mr. Justice Sidney N. Lederman & The Honourable Madam Justice Michelle K. Fuerst
$360 + tax  |  1,525 Pages  |  Hardcover  |  July 2014  |  ISBN: 9780433474609

If your practice involves representing clients in civil or criminal litigation proceedings, Sopinka, Lederman & Bryant – The Law of Evidence, 4th Edition must figure prominently on your bookshelf. This new edition of the seminal work offers current and in-depth coverage of the Canadian law of evidence, and has been updated to include significant recent developments.
The Conduct of an Appeal, 3rd Edition
The Late Honourable Mr. Justice John Sopinka & Mark A. Gelowitz

This authoritative treatise on appellate practice, first authored by former Supreme Court of Canada Justice John Sopinka and veteran litigator Mark Gelowitz, has been in print since 1993, and is a reference source frequently used by litigation lawyers across Canada. Ideal for both novice and seasoned litigators, this book helps practitioners avoid costly procedural errors when launching an appeal, and gives them valuable guidance on the procedural and jurisdictional aspects of preparing and presenting appeals.

The Jury – A Handbook of Law and Procedure
Balfour Q.H. Der
$340 + tax  |  Looseleaf  |  Updates Billed As Issued  |  ISBN: 9780409888959

This is the only Canadian work that collects, in a single convenient source, all the legislation and case law relating to the substance and procedure of criminal jury trials. This looseleaf work compiles all the relevant Criminal Code sections, provincial statutes and case law relating to the jury in a criminal trial in Canada - from the right to a jury through to the verdict and sentencing.

The Law of Investigative Detention, 2nd Edition
Alec Fiszauf
$75 + tax  |  250 Pages  |  Softcover  |  January 2013  |  ISBN: 9780433467694

The body of law surrounding investigative detention continues to grow, and this practical textbook, now in its second edition, contains the latest developments in the law, as seen from three recent Supreme Court of Canada cases. Written by a thirty-year veteran lawyer who has argued cases for both the Crown and defence, this book, unlike any other criminal law textbook, provides a comprehensive legal analysis of the doctrine, covering every significant aspect, from the types of investigative detention, to the ways in which it can be challenged (or upheld). This useful guide provides a “roadmap” for any criminal law practitioner whose clients have been in – or are about to face – investigative detention.

The Law of Search and Seizure in Canada, 8th Edition
The Honourable Mr. Justice James A. Fontana & M. David Keeshan
$340 + tax  |  1,322 Pages  |  Hardcover  |  2010  |  ISBN: 9780433460671

It is a fitting description of The Law of Search and Seizure in Canada, 8th Edition – that this respected work that has been relied on by more criminal practitioners, crown attorneys, law enforcement professionals and academics than any other. It takes the many and multifaceted issues that impact this intricate area of law – and locks them into a coherent, current and accessible reference. This guidance is especially crucial today, as new and invasive technologies, new security realities and complex social issues all interact to create a legal environment that has never been more challenging.
The Practitioner’s Criminal Code, 2016 Edition + E-Book
Alan D. Gold
$113 + tax | Approx. 2,000 Pages | Hardcover + E-Book | August 2015 | Annual*
ISBN: 9780433483908

Often known as the “Gold Code,” this leading annotated Criminal Code stands out from the competition and is now the choice of the criminal bar across the country and continues to be well received by academia. The five driving “practitioner-centric” principles behind the “Gold Code” have become a critical feature that criminal lawyers look for in choosing their only portable Criminal Code reference and courtroom companion in their daily use: analysis, not just annotations; synthesis, not just summaries; case commentaries, not just summaries; the point of the cases, not just the cases on point; and “cases of note” rather than “cases of not”.

The Practitioner’s Criminal Precedents, 4th Edition
Alan D. Gold
$170 + tax | 1,100 Pages | Softcover + CD | July 2014 | ISBN: 9780433476580

The intricacies of drafting are often one of the pain spots of a criminal law practice. Courts now require a multitude of documents – notices, submissions, affidavits, facta – for both criminal and quasi-criminal cases. These documents can be time-consuming to draft – especially when you encounter a new type of motion or proceeding for the first time. The Practitioner’s Criminal Precedents, 4th Edition equips you with 450+ precedents. They range from the routine to the highly specialized, covering every type of precedent you will ever need.

The Practitioner’s Evidence Law Sourcebook
Kevin P. McGuinness & Linda S. Abrams

This practice-oriented sourcebook, authored by a seasoned lawyer with the Ontario Ministry of the Attorney General and a Master of the Ontario Superior Court of Justice, contains a comprehensive digest of Canadian evidence law. The book covers the law of evidence as applied in both civil and criminal proceedings, and captures general evidentiary principles contained in thousands of selected excerpts from case law and statutes, supplemented with authoritative commentary. By providing the key passages of actual cases and statutes (as opposed to a discussion of theory), this book serves as a practical research tool for students, litigators and adjudicators alike, well suited to the preparation of an opinion, argument or factum.

The Practitioner’s Ontario Criminal Practice, 2015 Edition + E-Book
Alan D. Gold & Michael Lacy

Whether you are a defense lawyer, crown counsel, judge or paralegal, this annual annotated publication is a necessary reference for understanding and working within the rules of practice that govern criminal proceedings at all three levels of court in Ontario: Ontario Court of Justice, Superior Court of Justice and Ontario Court of Appeal. The perfect companion to the “Gold Code”, this book provides the information on criminal practice which isn’t found in annotated Criminal Code.
Unsettled Legacy: Thirty Years of Criminal Justice under the Charter
Benjamin L. Berger & James Stribopoulos

After thirty years, what effect has the Charter had on the justness of the Canadian criminal justice system? This thought-provoking collection of essays by a group of leading criminal law scholars explores that very question, critically examining the ways in which the Charter has shaped Canadian criminal law and its administration. Edited by Professors Benjamin L. Berger and James Stribopoulos of Osgoode Hall Law School, these essays offer insight into every facet of the Charter’s influence over how crimes are defined, investigated and prosecuted. The result is an invaluable resource for scholars, practitioners and judges interested in criminal justice in Canada.

Wrongful Conviction in Canadian Law
Dr. Gary Botting
$120 + tax  |  704 Pages  |  Softcover  |  2010  |  ISBN: 9780433451235

This is the first book to review and analyze recommendations of Commissions of Inquiry into wrongful convictions. Comparative analyses reveal which recommendations have been implemented as policy, passed into legislation, or endorsed by the courts. You’ll learn how the authorities could have made – or could have avoided – such major errors.

NEW EDITION COMING AUGUST 2015

Youth and the Criminal Law in Canada, 2nd Edition
Benjamin L. Berger & James Stribopoulos
$125 + tax  |  Approx. 510 Pages  |  Hardcover  |  August 2015  |  ISBN: 9780433474708

This book addresses practical problems faced daily by Crown, defence lawyers, police officers and judges who are dealing with youth justice cases. Every step of the criminal process involving young persons is addressed, including pretrial proceedings, legal representation, release pending trial and sentencing. It provides a historical overview of the development of youth justice law in Canada, from the earliest legal codes to the present day Youth Criminal Justice Act (YCJA).
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